SKY PILOTS FLYING ON HIGH
Author Unknown

“And who is here on the ground
Experimenting on your Weather from low and high?
And who’s around
Protecting Agriculture from Pilots in the Sky?

Republicans and Democrats in the Senate
Decide who gets the Water or the Sun.
They vote your Tax Dollars in the next minute
They Decide who will Benefit…
And who will Starve by Loss of the Ton.

Which Sky Pilot is Flying across Our Land
Delivering changing Weather and Pollution…
While dimming the Sun that touches our Trees and Crops…
And changing the Growing cycles upon which we depend?

And who is here on the ground sending chemicals
Into the air to pollute or change your Weather?
Does the Sky Pilot care about your Health,
The bees, trees, water or crops…
Or is he paid to Change the Weather to Benefit another?

Whose Monetary Voice is Drifting across our Land
Renewed like Persistent Contrails in the air?
Who is Protecting our Air and Watersheds…
While Lobby Money is taking Crop Production and Trees
And Placing them on the Chopping Block?

Which Sky Pilot is making Man-made clouds today?
Who told him it was Safe?
Who gave him the Right without our Consent?
Who Hired him for these Missions on High?

Where is the Sun and our clear, deep Blue Skies
To Kiss the ground and bring Life on Earth?
Why the haze that Obscures the Sun…
And why no Stars and Blue Skies on High?

Looking up in dismay,
Seeing no deep, clear Blue Skies today…
Only Persistent Contrails and White Haze,
Renewed by Sky Pilots each day.
It is us Here on the Ground
Rising up to say, “No more Experiments today!”